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Even in good times, the Ameri-
can healthcare system is a disaster. 
Americans spend more on health-
care than any other country in the 
world and yet over 40 percent of  
nonelderly adults are uninsured or 
underinsured.1 Those lucky enough 
to have relatively good health insur-
ance are frequently pushed off that 
insurance because, for example, they 
lose or change their job, increase their 
income by too much, move to a new 
state, or turn 26 years old.2

I N T R O D U C T I O N



In the political discourse, many commen-
tators who recognize the general dysfunc-
tion of the healthcare system also sing the 
praises of union health plans.3 Accord-
ing to this line of discussion, the nation’s 
union-administered health plans—also 
known as Taft-Hartley plans or multiem-
ployer plans—are oases in the desert of the 
American healthcare landscape, provid-
ing incredible insurance that rivals what 
is being proposed by leading advocates of 
healthcare reform.
 This story has always been mis-
leading, but has become even harder to 
take seriously in the wake of the coronavi-
rus pandemic.4 In the first three months of 
that pandemic, 42.5 million workers were 
disemployed, causing mass insurance 
loss, and union health funds began drying 
up, forcing the afl-cio to seek federal re-
lief in the form of open-ended cobra sub-
sidies that so far have not been granted.5

 The current crisis should prompt 
the labor movement to reassess the health-
care landscape in America and think deep-
ly about what kind of healthcare system is 
best for union members and the working 
class more generally. In this spirit, the In-
ternational Union of Painters and Allied 
Trades (iupat) commissioned this paper 
to investigate the issue.
 In this paper, we use detailed data 
from three iupat locals and our own es-
timates to determine how various iupat 
workers would fare under Medicare for 
All and Joe Biden’s Health Plan (“Biden-
care”) relative to their current healthcare 
arrangements. We find that Bidencare 
could save these iupat members $676 to 
$3,253 per year while Medicare for All 
would save them $4,868 to $7,866 per year.
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When thinking about the US healthcare 
system in big picture terms, it is common 
to talk about three kinds of insurance. The 
first kind is public health insurance, such 
as Medicare, Medicaid, chip, and tricare. 
The second kind is individual health in-
surance, such as plans purchased on the 
healthcare exchanges established by the 
Affordable Care Act. The third kind is em-
ployer-sponsored insurance, which typi-
cally refers to a health care plan provided 
by an individual firm to its employees.
 Often absent from the big pic-
ture discussion are multiemployer plans, 
which are sometimes referred to as union 
health plans. In 2016, there were 1,740 

multiemployer health plans in the country 
and these plans had a combined 5,849,000 
members.6

 Multiemployer health plans were 
legally established in 1947 as part of the 
Taft-Hartley Act and are structured very 
differently from ordinary employer health 
plans.7 In a multiemployer plan, a union 
enters into a collective bargaining agree-
ment with various employers to establish 
a trust fund that each employer contrib-
utes money into. The trust fund, which is 
governed by a board of trustees on which 
labor and employers are equally repre-
sented, then uses that money to provide 
health benefits to the union’s members.



This structure has a few main advantages 
not found in single-employer plans. First, 
the larger size of multiemployer plans al-
lows them to be more administratively ef-
ficient and allows them to negotiate better 
rates from third-party insurers. Second, 
in industries where workers frequent-
ly move between firms, such as the con-

struction industry where iupat represents 
workers, the multiemployer nature of the 
plans means that workers can retain cov-
erage even as they move from job to job. 
Lastly, unions can use the enticement of 
a multiemployer plan to assist in organiz- 
ing workplaces that are not currently 
unionized.
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But these advantages don’t insulate the 
plans from the general problems of the 
overall healthcare system. Ever-escalat-
ing healthcare prices have consistently 
increased the per-member costs of the 
funds, requiring unions to continually 
forego wage increases in order to free up 
money for employers to contribute to the 
funds. Plan members also face the pros-
pect of dropping their insurance or having 
to pay hefty out-of-pocket premiums if 
they lose their job, have their hours cut, or 
change jobs to an employer who does not 
participate in the multiemployer plan.

Multiemployer plans are also uniquely 
vulnerable to macroeconomic shocks that 
cause large amounts of prolonged unem-
ployment, such as the shock coinciding 
with the coronavirus pandemic. This is 
because many multiemployer plans base 
eligibility for benefits on how many hours 
a member worked in the last quarter or 
even sometimes in the last calendar year. 
This lagging eligibility criteria means 
that, during a mass disemployment event, 
the funds stop receiving employer contri-
butions even though their members con-
tinue to be eligible for benefits based on 
their prior work record. When this hap-
pens, fund reserves are quickly depleted, 
threatening the solvency of the health plan.
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The best way to determine whether it 
would be better to abandon multiemploy-
er plans in favor of other healthcare pro-
posals is to provide concrete comparisons 
for workers who are currently members of 
multiemployer plans.
 To facilitate this comparison, iupat 
provided detailed wage and healthcare in-
formation for three hypothetical employ-
ees across three iupat locals.

 The first proposal we compared 
these plans to is the Medicare for All pro-
posal popularized by Bernie Sanders. For 
the purposes of this paper, we assume the 
implementation of Medicare for All will 
coincide with the imposition of new tax-
es on these three individuals in the form 
of a 7.5 percent employer-side payroll tax 
and a 4 percent individual income tax.8 
We also assume that unionized employers 
will pass through all of their health savings 
as higher worker wages after a mandato-
ry contract renegotiation overseen by the 
National Labor Relations Board requires 
them to do so.9 Passed-through wages are 
subject to payroll and individual income 
taxes, which we also account for.
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Under Medicare for All, all three workers see dramatic decreases in health spending and 
therefore dramatic increases in take-home pay ranging from $4,868 to $7,866 per year.



The second proposal we compared the 
union plans to is the healthcare platform 
released by Joe Biden’s presidential cam-
paign many months ago.10 Determining 
what effect Bidencare would have on 
these three workers is difficult to do be-
cause Biden’s campaign has not published 
a number of crucial details about the plan. 
In the analysis below, we have filled in 
those gaps with reasonable details to pro-
duce some estimates.
 Insofar as Bidencare gives employ-
ers and unions the option to retain their 
existing multiemployer plan arrange-
ments, one possible outcome of Bidencare 
is that iupat maintains its multiemployer 
health plan and very little changes for the 
three iupat workers. If some of Biden’s pro-
posed cost-saving measures, like lowering 
the cost of drugs and reducing healthcare 
provider concentration, are effective, then 
the per-member costs of the multiemploy-
er plans may decline modestly, allowing 
for premiums or out-of-pocket spending 
to be slightly lower than they would other-
wise be. But other than that, if this option 
is selected, things would be no different.
 The other relevant option that Bi-
dencare provides is the ability to elimi-
nate the multiemployer health plan and 
have the three iupat workers buy health 
insurance—either through a private in-
surer or through a new public option—on 
the individual marketplace (also known 
as the Obamacare exchanges). The premi-
ums for plans purchased this way would 

be determined by an income-based sliding 
scale with no person paying more than 8.5 
percent of their income towards the pre-
mium.
 This option, also known as the em-
ployer dumping option, is missing two 
critical details.
 The first detail is what the parame-
ters of the income-based sliding scale will 
be. We know that high-income individuals 
will pay up to 8.5 percent of their income 
and we know that low-income and moder-
ate-income individuals will pay less than 
that. But we do not know where any of the 
lines for the sliding scale will be drawn. 
To overcome this gap, we created our own 
sliding scale based roughly on existing 
Obamacare subsidies and some bills re-
cently introduced in the House.



1

 The second detail is how much the 
employer shared responsibility penalty 
will be. In our current system, employers 
with more than 50 employees who engage 
in dumping are required to pay the federal 
government $2,570 per worker in order to 
help finance the general healthcare sys-
tem and the premium subsidies for the 
individual marketplace in particular.11 In 
part because the premium subsidies in 
the individual marketplace are non-exis-
tent for individuals with family incomes 
above 400 percent of the federal poverty 
line ($49,960 for an individual), employer 
dumping has not been very prevalent in 
our current system. But if Biden succeeds 
in capping all individual marketplace pre-
miums at 8.5 percent, we would expect 

that employer dumping would become 
massively more common.
 In addition to employer dumping 
becoming more common, some language 
in the Biden plan suggests employee bail-
ing might become a possibility, meaning 
that, under Bidencare, employees will be 
allowed to opt out of their employer plan 
for a heavily-subsidized individual plan.
 The Bidencare plan only commits 
to increasing government subsidies by a 
small amount, $750 billion over ten years, 
which is just 1.4 percent of the projected 
national health expenditures between 
2021 and 2030.12 But if there is a large in-
crease in employer dumping and employ-
ee bailing while individual marketplace 
premiums are capped well below the ac-



tual cost of the plans for most people, 
then $750 billion won’t be nearly enough 
to make the math work. To overcome this 
problem, we assume that, under Biden-
care, the employer mandate will be set at 
$6,000, with remaining subsidies funded 
from taxes on the very rich.13 Biden could 
choose to make the mandate amount 
much lower than that, delivering even 
more savings than what we report below, 
but in that case, he’d also likely need to 
increase subsidies by far more than $750 
billion.
 Like the Medicare for All compar-
ison above, we assume that all employer 
savings will pass through to the worker 

as higher wages and apply the payroll and 
income taxes that would be assessed to 
those wages.
 Unlike the current iupat multiem-
ployer plans or Medicare for All, the pre-
miums for Bidencare plans vary by how 
many individuals are being covered by 
the plan. Thus, we made two comparisons 
below, one for a single 40-year-old adult 
whose actuarially defined full premium is 
$6,000 and for a 40-year-old adult with a 
spouse and two children whose actuarial-
ly defined full premium is $19,000.14
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Under the Bidencare employer dumping option, all three workers see lower health spending 
than the status quo but much higher than under Medicare for All. The extra take-home pay 
relative to the status quo spans from $676 to $3,253 per year.
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Overall, the findings are that the existing union plans are the most expensive, the Bidencare 
employer dumping alternative is somewhat less expensive, and the Medicare for All plan is 
much less expensive. This is not surprising of course. Medicare for All reduces the unit cost of 
healthcare by more than Bidencare does and shifts more of the cost burden onto the rich than 
Bidencare does. These two differences drive more savings to low and middle earners.



As a historical matter, it was smart for 
unions to take advantage of the Taft-Hart-
ley Act to create multiemployer union 
health plans for their members. One of 
the things that gets lost in the discussion 
about healthcare reform is how similar 
Medicare for All is to these union plans. 
What unions recognized long ago is that it 
is much better for workers to create a cen-
tral healthcare fund that many employers 
contribute into than to have a bunch of 
independent plans organized within each 
company. Medicare for All is just the log-
ical extension of this insight to the whole 
economy. It is, in a sense, just one big mul-
tiemployer fund.
 In light of the coronavirus ca-
tastrophe and the objective superiority of 
Medicare for All to existing union health 
plans—in terms of cost, solvency, and 
continuity of coverage—we believe that 
unions like iupat should take a stance in 
favor of Medicare for All for the benefit of 
their own members and the working class 
generally.
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